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JOHN 2:23 ~
“Believing” in Jesus by the “Many” was based upon their “Observing His signs.” What “Signs”?
Did He now have “Many” true disciples?

JOHN 2:24&25 ~
They believed in His person. Specifically, they believed that He was the one that they ___________
Him to be.
1) Faith generally comes in ___________ as a person comes to better understand Jesus.
When the Jesus, whom a person initially put their faith in, turns out to be too __________ from
reality, they either adapt, or stumble (John 6:66).

2) The human ________ is the most deceitful of all things, desperately wicked, and full of evil
and insanity (Jeremiah 17:9, Ecclesiastes 9:3). Jeremiah 17:10, “I the Lord search the heart
and test the mind, to give every man according to his ways, according to the fruit of his deeds.”

Fill out the other side, detach this part of the page, and place it in the offering plate
or the prayer/suggestion box in the lobby or with an Elder or Deacon of the church.
God Bless You!
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Jesus wouldn’t entrust Himself to any human because He knows that all humans are capable of
___________. To grow in faithfulness to the Lord is to intentionally ________ that growth, which first
of all means that you have to recognize that you _______ to grow in that area.
A bag of _________ about Jesus and a bag of ____________ about Jesus. The key is…

JOHN 3:1-10 ~
Nicodemus, from νίκη (nē-kā) victor, and δῆμος (dā-mŏs) population. He was _____________ by
Jesus, calling Him “Rabbi.”
The Jesus Whom Nick believed in was a Jesus of Nick’s own _____________ at that point.

We have “Born again,” γεννηθῇ ἄνωθεν (gĕn-nā-thā ä-nō-thĕn), which is interesting for two entirely
different reasons.
1) A play on words… To reveal a _________.
2) What’s the difference between the Evangelical use of “Born again,” and the _________ idea
of “Begotten from above”?

“Born of water and the Spirit” is not two things, it is the one. The __________ using water in a
_____________ way to cleanse and renew – to beget (Ezekiel 36:25-27).
Titus 3:5, “He saved us, not on the basis of deeds which we have done in righteousness, but
according to His mercy, by the washing of regeneration and renewing by the Holy Spirit.”
Verse 8 is another play on __________ using πνεῦμα (pnü-mä). Hebrew is ַ( רּוחȑü-äẍ)
(Ezekiel 37, Ecclesiastes 11:5).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------Write a brief note – detach and place in the offering, or the prayer box, or give it to a Deacon or Elder.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name _________________________________ Address ___________________________________________________
Phone ________________________ Email _____________________________________________________________
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I know some folks were a bit unhappy with my
comments last week regarding anger, violence, and
war. I just want to remind you that when I preach from
this pulpit, I’m not sharing my ideas and opinions,
except in brief remarks that I explicitly announce as my
personal opinion. What I share here is God’s opinion.
If what I say makes you uncomfortable, don’t think that
you and I simply disagree about some point. Don’t
think that I’m using the pulpit to attack you personally.
Instead realize that you and God disagree and search
your soul, search your attitudes and your opinions, and
then search your Bible. Work it out with your Lord.
That’s far more challenging than simply assuming Scott
is wrong, but it will be infinitely more beneficial to your
Christian walk.
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John 2:23, Now when He was in Jerusalem at the
Passover, during the feast, many believed in His name,
observing His signs which He was doing.
The first thing I want to draw your attention to is that
the “Believing” in Jesus by the “Many” was based upon
their “Observing His signs.” What “Signs”? The water
into wine was a private affair two provinces away. John
won’t tell us about what he calls Jesus’ second sign for
two more chapters. So, what “Signs”?
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Jesus said and did some remarkable things while at
this Passover in Jerusalem, but clearly the only thing
mentioned is the Cleansing of the Temple. It is a further
proof that it was indeed a supernatural event, and a
much bigger deal than we typically imagine.
The main point of this verse is to say that “Many”
people “Believed in His name.” This is fascinating on a
few levels. Typically, we would think that this entailed a
salvific faith. We, in modern North American
Christianity would take this to mean that now Jesus
has “Many” true disciples. Did He?
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John 2:24&25, 24But Jesus, on His part, was not
entrusting Himself to them, for He knew all men, 25and
because He did not need anyone to testify concerning
man, for He Himself knew what was in man.
This teaches such an important concept, it’s hard to
overstate it. Many people saw the Temple Cleansing
and they heard Jesus teach and they may have seen
other things that convinced them to put their faith in
Him, they “Believed in His name.”
That means they believed in His person. Specifically, at
that time, they believed that He was the person they
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assumed Him to be. Later on, as Christianity after the
Resurrection made clear, the person of Jesus is the
Word of God made flesh as the Holy and Anointed
Lamb of God who took away the sin of the world. To
believe in the name of Jesus, in that sense, is to
believe that He is the one and only Savior God.
Well, that’s not the person they assumed that He was
and not the guy they believed in at that time in
Jerusalem. A worthy distraction – for sure, a great
teacher – most likely, a good man – probably, a mighty
prophet – possibly, the true Messiah – hopefully. That’s
whom they believed in at that time.
By Jesus’ response we know two things. The first is
that faith or belief generally comes in waves, or stages,
or degrees. I know a lot of Christians who can point to
a single instant where their faith became salvific. A
particular moment when they were transferred from the
kingdom of darkness into the Kingdom of Light and of
Life. I know just as many Christians who cannot point
to a single moment.
No one oozes into the Kingdom of God, so for all
Christians there came a moment of transference, or
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transformation and in that sense we could all point to
that instant, if we could have God’s view of it – and of
course, His view would take us back before He created
the universe. Nevertheless, there came a moment
when we were indwelt and sealed. Yet, the truth is, that
not a single person has ever become a Christian in an
instant. For every Christian throughout time, God has
prepared the soil before planting the seed and He’s
planted the seed before it burst into life. A person may
have never heard the name Jesus before accepting
Him, but that in no way means that God wasn’t long at
work in their heart beforehand.
What’s the point? The people described in these
verses were on the right track, but they were not true
disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ yet – not by a long
shot – and Jesus knew that full-well.
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It is analogous to a tent revival where the preacher,
Billy Sunday in this case, whips up the crowd, nearly all
women and the few men they dragged there, into an
emotional response in which they make grandiose
promises to God, they make public professions of
belief in Jesus, they walk the old sawdust trail to the
stage for the laying on of hands and are then gleefully
welcomed into eternal salvation by well-intentioned,
theologically challenged, regulars (February-April 1909,
4729 converts were recorded).
It is the same with all these things. Tres Dias, Women
of Faith, Promise Keepers, and other parachurch
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ministries, which utilize emotional appeals to get
confessions, rededications, or initial commitments.
For those, mostly good, ministries it can help people
move in the correct direction and occasionally
(although far less often than the numbers claimed) it
can be that final tipping point for full belief and
transformation. That’s what was going on in Jerusalem
back then for those folks.
People had seen and heard Jesus. Couple that with
the overall impact of the Passover in the Temple area
and the great expectation of the people for a Savior to
set them free from the Roman occupation and the
corruption of the Jewish leaders and you had an
emotionally charged situation. Many believed in the
Jesus that they assumed, or at least hoped, that He
was. It was certainly a step in the correct direction.
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The problem comes when the Jesus they put their faith
in turned out to be too different than their expectation.
In 2,000 years, nothing has changed. Many people
today claim to believe in Jesus – they claim to be
Christians – they may even go to church and do other
Christian stuff, but the Jesus they know, and trust is a
doppelganger of their own imagination. A Jesus of their
own manufacture. A Savior they want, rather than the
Savior God gave.
Over time Jesus reveals to them Who He really is and
the person either adapts and has a more accurate and
refined faith in the true Jesus, or they become a bit
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disillusioned. For the latter group, Jesus will continue to
fail to live up to their expectations of Him and they
eventually abandon Him.
Their Christian friends are shocked, at them falling
away from the faith. In all such cases, the person does
not actually fall away from the faith. Such a person is
either a Christian having a crisis, through which their
faith will be refined, or, in most cases, they were never
Saved at all. They never actually believed in the true
Jesus at all. Their faith was in a false Jesus that they
assumed was the true Jesus.
Jesus knew that their faith, while headed in the correct
direction, was insufficient and how do we know that He
was correct, besides the fact that He couldn’t be
otherwise?
In John chapter 6 we will find Jesus teaching His
people – people who had been diligently following Him
as believers in His name – and many of those people
didn’t like what He was saying. Then it says in John
6:66, As a result of this many of His disciples withdrew
and were not walking with Him anymore. Some
supernaturally smart dude once said, “There is nothing
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new under the sun” (Ecclesiastes 1:9). Last week,
some folks didn’t like what I was saying, and it possible
that a few of them voted with their feet too.
Most human beings have expectations. Expectations
for a pastor and expectations for their Savior. Most
people react poorly when either one fails to live up to
those expectations.
That’s the easy and obvious part of Jesus’ response to
the belief those folks placed in Him after the Temple
Cleansing. Here’s the more difficult part for us to
accept.
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The human heart is, according to God Himself, as
quoted in Jeremiah 17:9, “The most deceitful of all
things, and desperately wicked.” Ecclesiastes 9:3 tells
us that, “The hearts of the sons of men are full of evil
and insanity is in their hearts throughout their lives.”
Jesus knows what is in our heart – in fact the Bible tells
us in many places that God will judge, not our
performance, but our heart. In fact, the very next verse
in the Jeremiah passage states, “I the Lord search the
heart and test the mind, to give every man according to
his ways, according to the fruit of his deeds.” People
hear heart, then they hear deeds, then they forget that
they just heard heart and return to their legalistic
works-based idea of pleasing God.
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Please get the flow of this verse… God examines and
probes our intrinsic motivations and then gives in
accordance with our ways – our intentions, desires,
and purposes as they are manifested in activity.
The key is the reward is based upon what we believe
enough to act upon, not on the actual results of our
physical efforts. We are rewarded in accordance with
the fruit of our deeds, not the deeds themselves.
That isn’t success or failure as determined by us, but
the eternal effects as determined by God judging a
heart either rightly aligned with His agenda, or not.
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Yield to the Holy Spirit in order to genuinely place God
first. When you do, the evidence will be physical
activity in keeping with that priority and that is what is
laudable.
The flipside is that even when we are very mature,
vastly experienced, and deeply committed, our heart is
still inclined towards insanity and evil.
How often in the course of a day, does something fail
to go your way, fail to meet your expectations and you
react in a way unbecoming of a Child of God? If your
answer is never, you either have a poor idea of what a
Child of God should look like, or you have a completely
distorted view of yourself, or both. When we appreciate
the perfect holiness of Almighty God and the vastness
of the gulf between Him and us… Well then, we are
able to evaluate our heart a bit more accurately – and
it’s not good.
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Jesus wouldn’t entrust Himself to any human because
He knows that all humans are capable of betrayal
given the right circumstances. Again, if you don’t agree,
you simply haven’t had your faith sufficiently tested –
yet.
Now, the beauty of it is that God will never allow His
children to be tested beyond what they can bear (I
Corinthians 10:13) – He will never allow anything to
pluck you from His hand (John 10:28)… But the point
I’m trying to make, is don’t kid yourself by thinking that
you, in your human power, are sufficiently faithful.
Jesus knows that – it’s why He came.
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To grow in faithfulness to the Lord through the power of
the Holy Spirit is to intentionally seek that growth,
which first of all means that you have to recognize that
you need to grow in that area. We all do – always.

It is therefore important to discover the truest Jesus
possible as early as possible. What I mean is that we
are no different that the people in Jerusalem 2,000
years ago. They put their trust in a Jesus they barely
understood. They knew a tiny bit; they assumed a
whole bunch more. It’s like an old Squadron
Commander of mine used to say, “When you start
flying jets, you have a bag of luck and a bag of skill.
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The bag of luck is full, and the bag of skill is empty. The
trick to survive is to make sure that by the time the bag
of luck runs out, your bag of skill is full.”
In a similar way, when you first become a Christian,
you have a bag of Truth about Jesus and a bag of
assumptions about Jesus. The key to keeping the faith
is making sure that your bag of Truth is full when your
assumptions about Jesus are tested.
I cannot count the number of Christians I have seen
completely tipped over when they found out that Jesus
wasn’t Who they thought He was. The better you know
a person the less likely that they will surprise you
enough to abandon them. It’s a reasonable analogy…
My friends take the time and expend the effort to get to
thoroughly know the true Jesus.
What’s interesting is that the reliability of faith in Jesus
is closely tied to the basis of faith in Jesus. A faith
based upon emotion, upon signs, upon wonders, upon
present desire, upon future reward and the like will
inevitably produce unreliable faith. A faith based upon
the Word of God as illuminated by the Holy Spirit
through many trials, tribulations, and travails… In short,
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a faith built intentionally through actual study, prayer,
and experience produces faithfulness.
My final point is that Jesus knowing what was in the
heart of man is in this context a subtle reference to His
divinity. Only God knows the thoughts and intentions of
the human heart.

Case in point… John 3:1-10, 1Now there was a man of
the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews;
2this man came to Jesus by night and said to Him,
“Rabbi, we know that You have come from God as a
teacher; for no one can do these signs that You do
unless God is with him.” 3Jesus answered and said to
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him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born again
he cannot see the kingdom of God.” 4Nicodemus said
to Him, “How can a man be born when he is old? He
cannot enter a second time into his mother’s womb and
be born, can he?” 5Jesus answered, “Truly, truly, I say
to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God. 6“That which is
born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the
Spirit is spirit. 7“Do not be amazed that I said to you,
‘You must be born again.’ 8“The wind blows where it
wishes and you hear the sound of it, but do not know
where it comes from and where it is going; so is
everyone who is born of the Spirit.” 9Nicodemus said to
Him, “How can these things be?” 10Jesus answered
and said to him, “Are you the teacher of Israel and do
not understand these things?
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As a leading member of the Jewish High Council
Nicodemus came to Jesus under cover of darkness.
That makes his name a bit ironic. Nicodemus means
“victor among the people” Nico – from νίκη (nē-kā), as
in Nike shoes – that’s victory. The end, δῆμος (dāmŏs), means population. We get our word
demographic from it, and together it is, again, “the
people’s victor.” Some Victor, sneaking around at night
so as not to be seen meeting with Jesus.
It goes right back to what was said about the human
heart. His identification specifically as a man is
redundant and so it also points back to the concept that
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he was to be numbered as another human ruled by a
heart that Jesus knew all too well.
In his defense, his faith builds over time, and we will
see him try to advocate for Jesus with the High Council
in chapter 7, only to be so harshly ridiculed by his
fellow leaders it proves that he had good reason to
come to Jesus secretly here. By the end, Nick will team
up with Joseph of Arimathea in initially burying Jesus
and church tradition tells us that he eventually became
a devout Christian leader.
Nick was impressed by Jesus. He had heard His
teaching and He had observed the signs associated
with His teaching. He was sure that God’s anointing
was upon Jesus, and He addressed Him as Rabbi.
That’s quite illuminating. Here was a leading schooltrained, Pharisee-approved big time Rabbi, addressing
Jesus as his equal. I’ve never heard of a professor with
a PhD, addressing a self-taught, self-appointed teacher
as a fellow professor.
Nick was one of the many who believed in the name of
Jesus, but we just saw that his belief was far from
salvific at the time of this exchange. Why? Because he
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knew very little about the true Jesus and was therefore
believing in a name that was almost entirely his own
conjecture.
The Jesus Whom Nick believed in was a Jesus of
Nick’s own manufacture at that point. He knew a little,
he assumed a lot, and so how loyal could he be to the
actual Jesus. We still do that. We imagine a Jesus of
our own understanding and we are perhaps fiercely
loyal to that Jesus. The problem is that, that personal
Jesus may have very little in common with the actual
Jesus. To be faithful to the true Jesus, we need to have
a good grasp of Who He really is, not who we want
Him to be.
Well, Nick, to his credit, took steps to find out. He went
after the Lord, and sure he was afraid, and sure his
understanding was deficient, but he was seeking,
pushing, trying to learn Who Jesus truly was. As a
result, as I said, he is counted among the very first
Christians as a result.
Jesus, once again, proving to be God, cuts straight
through all of Nick’s compliments, his questions, his
assumptions, and his arguments and goes straight to
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the heart of the matter – pun intended. “Unless one is
born again he cannot see the kingdom of God.”

We have “Born again,” γεννηθῇ ἄνωθεν (gĕn-nā-thā änō-thĕn), which is interesting for two entirely different
reasons. First, it’s a fun little play on words that we
completely miss in English. It can mean “Born again,”
as translated here, and as Nick took it, based on his
response, but it can also mean “Begotten from above.”
Jesus intended it to be understood in that second way,
but He chose a phrasing that could be interpreted the
first way. The reason Jesus made it ambiguous is by
doing it that way, it revealed Nick’s heart. If there are
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two ways to see a thing and you jump on one of those
ways… Guess what.
If Nick had been fully open to whatever Jesus had for
him, he probably wouldn’t have jumped to the wrong
conclusion and created a dissonance, a disagreement,
an argument. Nick essentially said, “Are you crazy?
How in the world can a person who has already been
born, be born again!” Of course, he could have
recognized the obvious meaning Jesus intended, and
replied, “Yes, I see, please tell me more. If not that, he
could have simply asked for clarification, “What exactly
do You mean?” Instead, it was, “That’s ridiculous!”
There is an objection by antichristian scholars that their
original conversation would have been in Aramaic, not
Greek. That the wordplay wouldn’t have been the same
in that language. Probably! But the Holy Spirit inspired
John record it this way so that in Greek we get the
same interaction that actually took place in Aramaic,
whatever that may have been. You either believe that
God wrote the Bible, or you may as well create your
own religion.
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That brings us to the second point. What John did in
Greek was give the same sense, but when we
translated to English, we lost the play on words original
to the scene. We translated in accordance with Nick’s
misunderstanding and because of that, poorly
educated Christians – particularly early Pentecostals,
Christian Science practitioners and rural Baptist groups
keyed in on the mistranslation and misunderstanding of
“Born again.”
Starting about 100 years ago, they used the term to
distinguish themselves from the partial, or misled, or
false Christians of the traditional mainline
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denominations. “Born again” Christians were people
with a special personal and dynamic relationship with
Jesus. To all those groups and others who followed
their lead, it meant membership in their “True faith.”
In Pentecostal circles it came to denote those special
Christians who had been “Baptized in the Holy Spirit
with the initial physical evidence of speaking in other
tongues,” to quote their doctrine. In other
denominations and especially Baptist, and nondenominational churches, it came to be equated with
the term Evangelical. It essentially meant Christians
who had a personal relationship with Jesus relying on
Grace as opposed to the legalism associated with
other church groups.
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The early church understanding, and the position still
held by nearly all scholars today is that it has to do with
the moment a person is transferred by God from the
camp of Adam, sin, and death, to the camp of Jesus,
righteousness, and life. Many of that opinion tie the
moment to water Baptism, others to a “Confession of
Faith,” and still others, more rightly to a spiritual event
unseen and unheard physically.
That’s what Jesus was actually saying as He then went
on to describe. A human being must be “Begotten from
above,” in order to be a Christian – in order to enter
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into the Kingdom of Heaven. It is God’s choice and His
doing – He, from above, begets His human children.
That interpretation is confirmed throughout the Bible.
Christians are born by their moms and begotten by the
Holy Spirit. At the moment of conversion, a person is
indwelt by the Holy Spirit – begotten by Him due to
faith in Christ as enabled by the Father who sent the
Spirit as our other Paraclete.
There’s another nuance worth noting here. Jesus
specifically said that unless a person was “Begotten
from above” essentially indwelt by the Holy Spirit, they
could not “See the Kingdom of God.” What that implies
is that the Kingdom of God is already visible in this
physical life for those who see with spiritual eyes.
The Christian in tune with the Spirit can see the
Kingdom all around – can see it where unregenerated
people cannot.
In verse 5 Jesus restated His initial claim with greater
clarity and then in verse 6, He further clarified His
meaning by confirming that even if a person could be
reborn physically, it would do them no spiritual good.
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“Flesh can only produce flesh.” In other words, “Nick,
stop taking what I’m telling you so literally.” That’s a
message a lot of Christians should hear today – stop
taking everything so literally.
In that exact vein, many Christians take Jesus’ words in
verse 6, “Born of water and the Spirit,” to refer to water
baptism and the baptism of the Holy Spirit,
respectively. Some, repudiate that view with another
view that’s just as wrong. Saying it has to do with
physical birth through water and spiritual birth through
the Spirit. There are technical things going on in the
grammar and the context that confirm that the two
things, water, and Spirit, are only one thing. It isn’t
water and Spirit; it is the Spirit using water in a spiritual
way. Jesus in verse 10 will chastise Nick for not
understanding, which means the answer lies in the Old
Testament.
The Old Testament consistently talks about God
cleansing His children with water and Spirit as in
Ezekiel 36:25–27 MSG, 25I’ll pour pure water over you
and scrub you clean. 26I’ll give you a new heart, put a
new spirit in you. I’ll remove the stone heart from your
body and replace it with a heart that’s God-willed, not
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self-willed. 27I’ll put my Spirit in you and make it
possible for you to do what I tell you and live by my
commands.
Nick should have understood. Nick’s former associate
Saul, turned Paul certainly got it as he wrote about God
in Titus 3:5, “He saved us, not on the basis of deeds
which we have done in righteousness, but according to
His mercy, by the washing of regeneration and
renewing by the Holy Spirit.” Jesus worked very hard to
helping Nick see the supernatural, spiritual meaning
behind His initial statement, but Nick still couldn’t get
past his own hang-ups – his own heart’s objections –
his own religious bias.
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Verse 8 is another play on words lost in English. In
Greek the first and last words are the same – πνεῦμα
(pnü-mä). We get pneumatic and pneumonia from it.
The word basically means moving air. As such it had to
do with wind, but also with breathing. Breathing is, of
course, associated with an invisible life process – dead
things don’t breathe – and so it also came to mean
spirit. It’s an ancient concept. In Hebrew the exact
same thing happens with the word ( רּוחȑü-äẍ).
The overall gist is that only those “Begotten from
above” can see and understand. If you were wind,
you’d understand the wind. If you were “Begotten from
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above”, you’d understand what it is to be indwelt by the
Holy Spirit and you’d understand and see the Kingdom
of God all around you.
Interestingly the very next passage in the Ezekiel
prophecy related to the water is the passage where the
wind, breath, Spirit blows across the dry bones, and
they come to life. Maybe an easier correlation comes
from Ecclesiastes 11:5, “Just as you do not know the
path of the wind… so you do not know the activity of
God who makes all things.” You don’t know, unless of
course you are “Begotten from above.”

